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I was born on 29th June, 1946 at Listerdale
Maternity Home Wickersley, Rotherham.
The first family home was a place called Rose
Cottage, Dalton Parva, Nr Swinton and
Rotherham. It had no electricity and was evidently
very dilapidated. Buckets had to be placed around
to catch leaks each time it rained.
My mother had been a switchboard operator
during the war, in Rotherham. The Rotherham
exchange switched to automatic in December
1947, and this probably led to them moving in to
the telephone exchange in Wath-upon-Dearne,
where my maternal grandmother Edith May
Walker was night caretaker. Mother worked on the
switchboard during the day.

Taken shortly after my first steps,
at Cleethorpes.
This was the first family home that
I really remember.
13 Fitzwilliam Street was a large
Victorian house, with a wash house
across the back yard which I used
as a play area, a space which could
become anything I liked. The
garden was large and untidy with a
mass of marigolds in summer. I
had secret dens all over.

The centre of Wath upon Dearne, complete
with a ‘trackless’ bus.
One in particular inside an elderberry
bush gave access to a forgotten grill in
the ground which I discovered was
rusted enough to lift and squeeze
through, into a recessed well through
which in turn I could get through a small
window into the cellar, which was a
forbidden area, and a most adventurous
place to play!
The Wath switchboard was in the front
ground floor room, and the sand buckets
there were a favourite playground, along
with tangling the switchboard cables into
knots.

Fitzwilliam Street, Wath upon Dearne. The telephone
exchange is no. 13, towards the top on the right.
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A huge water tank by the back yard was full of insect larvae in the green water during the summer,
and I loved catching these and taking jars of them into the house and hiding them until they
transformed into daddy long legs and flew around the house.
The kitchen was a large square
room, with a large coal range in
it on which the cooking was
done.
There was a brown stain
which was made by my
Auntie Averil (who also
lived in the house at the
time) when she threw
a tantrum with a cup
of tea in her hand, the
contents of which
flew upwards and
were forever
emblazoned on the
ceiling.
The attics were extensive
and missing some
Me in the back yard of 13 Fitzwilliam Steet.
floorboards, but that didn’t
stop me exploring these
mysterious spaces with a strange ghostly atmosphere, and finding my father’s RAF uniform,
dumped in a heap on the floor where it must have been thrown when he took it off for the last time.

On the garden wall at 13 Fitzwilliam Street. I am in the pit
helmet and my friend Michael Winch from next door is
wearing the bucket.
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Across the road was a thick damp polygonum jungle area in which I lost myself for hours. A new
automatic telephone exchange was built here, and I befriended the engineers who were working on
it, scrounging little electrical bits to use in my various outer space construction projects.
My first ride in a motor vehicle
came when one of the engineers
gave me a lift in his Morris van
up the road to the junior school,
this was very exciting as there
were few motor vehicles about
then and the only people who
had them were rich people such
as doctors and dentists.

Fitzwilliam Street, looking down.
At the bottom of the street was the Majestic Cinema
(the bug hut) where we all went twice a week. I used to
ransack the dustbins there to collect bits of film
frames, which were thrown out when the films were
repaired after they not infrequently snapped. When
this happened the cinema audience would stamp and
slow handclap until the show was resumed. This
usually happened at least twice each night as the
equipment was so ancient. On Saturday mornings
there were the ‘Saturday matinees’ for children where
we would see Flash Gordon, Superman, The Atom
Man and other serials. These were very unruly affairs
mostly memorable for the shouting, stamping, food
throwing and chases as the ancient attendants tried to
reign in the forces of anarchy in the audience.

The Majestic Cinema.

Once there was a real theatrical pantomime there and I remember watching the scenery being taken
in through special side doors. The performance was magical, just for the wonder of the unreality of
the thing - like watching another parallel world in an illuminated bottle.
According to the vicar of Wath, W. Keble Martin, M. A., (also author of “The Concise English
Flora”) in his book, A History of the Ancient Parish of Wath-upon-Dearne, the name Wath means a
ford or wading place across the swamps and stream of the Dearne. Probably it was originally the
Latin word vadum, a ford (being the spot where a branch of the Ryknield Street crossed the
Dearne), therefore we find the spelling Wad in Domesday Survey. Professor F. W. Moorman in his
book on ‘West Riding Place Names’ (Leeds: Privately printed for the Thoresby Society, 1910) says
it became Wath from the old Norse (Norwegian) Vath, a ford or wading place.
Some of the spellings for the name of this village from 1086-1600 are given here: Wad, Wat, What,
Wath, Waut, Wass, Wade, Wate, Waith, Waithe.
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There was another cinema about a
mile or so away at West Melton
called “The Grand”, which was the
first in the area to get the new
cinemascope screen. We also went
there occasionally, and I mostly
enjoyed the walk home late at
night, past the old constables lock
up in the old part of the village.
Between the lock up and the
church was Clarence Green’s
second hand shop with a
graveyard of old tables outside it.
The old constables lock up.
Next to Clarence Green’s was the Church, All Saints, for
more than 1000 years a building has stood on this spot.
Over the years the building has changed and grown, been
altered and adapted. Saxons and Normans, Tudors and
Elizabethans, Victorians have left their mark on it. There
are visible remains of the Norman church, dating from
around 1150, including the steep-pitch roofline. The Lady
Chapel was added around 1300 and includes five original
Norman carved stone heads. All Saints has an impressive
collection of painted roof bosses, dating back to the 16th
century. They include faces resembling animals and
humans, and many show a tongue sticking out.
There also many interesting monuments and memorials in
the church and churchyard, including the top section of
the original church spire.
James Montgomery (1771-1854), the Scottish poet, hymn writer and newspaper editor referred to
Wath as the ‘Queen of villages’. Although Montgomery’s residency was quite brief his undoubted
affection for Wath has been immortalised locally in a number of ways, most notably in place-names
such as Montgomery Square, Montgomery Road and Montgomery Hall. When Joseph Morris
compiled the West Riding edition of his ‘Little Guide’ in 1911 he referred to Wath, as ‘a large,
squalid, colliery village, in one of the worst parts of the mining district’
The old blacksmith’s forge at the bottom of Sandygate (now converted to houses) still has a pair of
metal rings in situ on the ground outside the front of the smithy as reminders of the versatile work
of the blacksmith, when, with his assistant, he placed heated metal rims on the wooden wheels of
carts and wagons. James Trickett worked there in the 1930s. I remember watching this done when I
was a boy.
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The town lies within the South Yorkshire
Coalfield and high quality bituminous coal had
also been dug out of outcrops and near-surface
seams in primitive bell pits for many hundreds of
years, and it was the development of the deepmining industry from the 19th Century that was
to affect the area the most. Several high-grade
coal seams are close to the surface in this area of
South Yorkshire, including the prolific Barnsley
and Parkgate seams. The population of the area
swelled and the local infrastructure was
developed for the coal industry. The local
economy became overly reliant on this one single
industry; this was to store up problems for the
future.

The Dearne and Dove Canal was built to
access the local collieries and passed through
the town just to the south of the High Street
on a large embankment with a large turning
pond known locally as the 'Bay of Biscay'.
This was closed in stages from 1934 to 1961
and much of the line of the canal was used
for road improvement works in the late 1960s
and again in 1985 (named 'Biscay Way'). By
the 20th century, heavy industry was evident
in the area with many large, busy collieries
and a large modern colliery complex, coal
preparation and coking plant at the nearby
Manvers Main Colliery, which amalgamated
with the Wath Main Colliery in 1986, which
was not only visible, but detectable by nose,
from miles around.
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A little further along, just before the corner of Fitzwilliam Street was
“The Saracen’s Head” which had a little off shop passageway snug
where my grandmother would get together with Mrs Midwood, (who
was said to be an owner of the local brewery, “Whitworths”) and she
would get considerably the worse for wear. I was largely unaware of
this problem at the time of course, but as I got older gradually saw
more of the evidence. Of course as a typical boy with a hunger for
enhancing my meagre pocket money, I became adept at gathering up
the empty bottles from under the sink and spiriting them away back to
the off shop for pennies. This together with selling firewood in the
form of orange boxes ‘liberated’ from the grocers yard and smashed up
into bundles helped out greatly in terms of aniseed balls and tiger nuts.
It is a pity that this
business acumen
which I then had, did
not last!
I sometimes got
Horlicks tablets from
Norwood’s the
chemists, at the bottom
of the street, these
made a change from
aniseed balls.
I loved the old eroded walls in the old part of Wath
village, and imagined landscapes and stories acted
out in them. I am sure that my later fascination in
art with things small and textural had its beginnings
here. Also in the village was ‘the fruit shop’ which
was like something out of the nineteen twenties,
bare floor boards, plain pine counter
and the strong scent of
pears and potatoes.
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Another favourite haunt was
‘Teshers’ on the corner
opposite the post office.
This shop was dark brown,
tongue and groove planking,
and hanging with all kinds
of hardware and
haberdashery. The windows
looked as though they were
just loaded by shovel from
out of a wheelbarrow and
never changed from year to
year.

It was run by Mr Tesh and his
wife, both market traders, he
looked like George Orwell in a
grey overall and she was short and
stout with a perpetual neck collar. I
liked them both very much and
would spend hours in conversation,
whilst reading all the old comics he
kept under the counter before
buying the one I had enjoyed the
most.
Gilly, outside Teshers shop, taken about 1966.
He once said to me that the kind of art he liked “was portraits, like the one of the Queen on a pound
note.” He went into a dreamy sort of reverie and continued “You know, I would really like to have
the complete set to admire on my wall.” Later on When I was at secondary school I knew their
daughter, Christine, who was in the class below. Much later I heard that she had died somehow, and
the shop closed. It remained closed, with contents like a time capsule for years and years, and
evidently owned by a relation in the south who had no interest in it. Eventually in about 2003 it was
taken over and turned into a small estate agents. I never knew what became of the Teshers.
A directory for 1936 lists 8 public houses: The Crown Inn was along Quarry Hill Road and was run
by Pete Unwin, an ex all-in wrestler with a cauliflower ear and who kept the best pint in the area.
He once showed me the ‘Sick and Visitors Book’ which was kept in the pub and listed contributions
made to support local men and families in the earlier years of the century during injury, sickness or
strikes. The Cross Keys, Red Lion Hotel , Lord Nelson, Star Inn, The Saracen’s Head was run in the
1936 by Harry Midwood, who must have been perhaps the husband of Mrs Midwood, (my
grandmother’s drinking companion in the pubs passageway snug.) There was also the George &
Dragon (Mark Nokes); and the Wath Brewery. Another pub which served a legendary pint was the
New Inn, run by Peter Cope.
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The White Bear (William
Bradley, publican), was
my favourite later on and
Fred Bradley who ran it
was William’s son.
It had a toilet out the
back which was open to
the air and just tar
painted. Chickens pecked
all around. Beer was
served from a hatch
window and the flag
floor had a groove in it
from generations of darts
players.

After I went off to Art
college it was
dynamited and
demolished to make
room for hideous little
box-houses. A vile
‘New White Bear’ was
built nearby and
became the main drug
dealers haunt.

Mum and Dad enjoying
a drink in the ‘best room’
of the White Bear, taken
about 1966.
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Like most boys of my generation, I developed a taste for comics. My favourite beyond a doubt was
“The Eagle” and it was mainly the serial ‘Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future’ which was the reason for
this. I started getting The Eagle in about 1951 or 1952, when the main adventure was ‘The Red
Moon Mystery.’

A panel from The Red Moon Mystery in the Eagle.
The artwork by Frank Hampson was by far and away the best there was and I continued with it for a
number of years until it eventually went off the boil.
The comic utilised every inch of space of its 16 full-tabloid pages, and took a fair amount of time to
get through it all. It attempted to change the appreciation of a comic from the U.S. all-action fantasy
stories that were flooding the British market, to stories where brain triumphed over brawn. The
stories were thought provoking and made the reader think about what he would do in the same
situation. They always had that underlying sense of high morality and the traditional British stiffupper-lippedness. Expressions used were, "Where the dickens?", "By Jiminy!", "You cad!" etc.
After mishaps along the way, good always triumphed over evil. Which was the way Marcus Morris
and the readers wanted it.
Dan Dare created by Frank Hampson was the flagship of the comic. It's excellent artwork and
storyline dominated the comic during the 1950's. This was unquestionably the comics golden age.
The first Dan Dare story, simply called - Dan Dare Pilot Of The Future - but now referred to as The
Venus Story, lasted for an incredible 77 weeks. Frank Hampson had no real idea of the direction of
the story, he was literally making it up as he went along. This initial story was so deep that there
were weeks when Dan Dare didn't even appear. The story had simply moved to another location
following the exploits of other characters. Frank did build some great characters and most notable
was his arch enemy Mekon - the leader of the Treens and Mekonta of Venus. Frank also created
Dan's Lancastrian batman, Digby, who also supplied the comic relief as well as the no-nonesense,
straight-forward approach of the story. Digby was physically based on fellow artist Harold Johns
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(who later went on to draw Dan Dare). Sir Hubert Guest was the Spacefleet controller and was
physically based on Frank's own father Robert Hampson. Even Professor Jocelyn Peabody was
based on another of Frank's team of artists, Greta Tomlinson.
On the 3rd July 1951 Radio Luxembourg, on the 208 metres
medium waveband, broadcast "The Adventures of Dan Dare,
Pilot of the Future" for the first time. It starred Noel Johnson
as Dan Dare and also had guest appearances by Ralph
Richardson and even Kenneth Williams. Each episode
started at 7.15 in the evening and ran for 15 minutes. It was
sponsored by Horlicks (the bedtime drink people) and ran
until 25th May 1956.
This is an interesting story in itself, but beyond the remit of
this little history.
Another thing which gripped my imagination along
with most of the country, it seemed was the series
“Journey into Space” on the ‘wireless’. It was a BBC
Radio science fiction programme, written by BBC
producer Charles Chilton. In the UK it was the last
radio programme to attract a bigger evening audience
than television. It was broadcast worldwide (including
the United States, New Zealand, Australia and the
Netherlands). The first series was created in 1953,
soon after Riders of the Range (a popular Western, also
written by Chilton) ended its six seasons on the BBC
Light Programme. Each half-hour episode would
usually end with a dramatic cliffhanger, to increase the
audience's incentive to tune in to the next episode.
We would put out the lights and listen to each half
hour episode, then the children round about would
congregate, often in our garden to play at the episode
we had just heard, and imagine what the next one
would be.
This was in the days before television got in the way of communal family activities. We would have
the wireless going and all busy ourselves with various things and to this day if I hear certain music
or songs I can see images from those activities. My father would be making drawings of old
buildings in pen and ink, or helping me with my drawing and water colour work. Mother would be
making embroidery pictures, and I would be drawing or playing with my hybrid Meccano set,
consisting of bits from my father’s old set augmented with a few bits I had been given for Christmas
or birthday presents and further added to with any old scrap or cardboard I could find.
I was never interested in the usual stuff in the manuals, but much preferred to make my own
imaginative objects, often with a science fiction theme.
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We also played family games around the dining table. Card games often, although personally I
never really enjoyed card games that much. I much preferred ‘Lexicon’ which had come from
grandma Hodkinson’s house. It was like a kind of card version of scrabble. One great favourite was
‘Newmarket’, a racing game which Dad drew on the back of the felt covering the table had. We
threw a dice and moved our horses along the bars he had drawn, hoping to avoid the fences, hurdles
and other obstacles included in the course. We gambled for buttons from an old jar full that lived in
the sideboard cupboard for years. This was the only form of wealth that we ever had!

In the back garden of Gwen & Ted’s.

Sometimes we would play similar games at our visits
to Uncle Ted and Auntie Gwen’s in Rotherham. One I
remember as a form of induced bedlam was a thing
called ‘Pit’ which they got. We all sat round the table
and bid for cards in a kind of table top version of a
Georgian corn exchange shouting at the tops of our
voices. It was very unruly and disorganised, and I
don’t think any one understood what was going on in
the slightest. We would also have sing songs round the
piano, largely old standards from the musicals and
films, Cole Porter, Jerome kern and so on. Auntie
Gwen was a little tuneless in her singing, and Ted (the
only pianist) tended to pound it very forcefully. My
Dad always reckoned that this was due to him having
taken on the role of church organist at the newly built
church at the top of their road.

I can’t say that church featured in my life at all, I always found it an alien aspect of life and never
felt as though I could fit in, and never knew the words to the hymns, with the exception of a few
which I really liked and felt entirely comfortable with. This was absolutely nothing to do with the
words, and everything to do with the tunes. It was
much later that I discovered that these were
without fail, the old Methodist hymns.
Nevertheless I grew up staunchly heathen.
Once I was tricked into going to Sunday school by
my parents, who clearly fancied a day without me
around. I was very suspicious about anything called
‘school’ on a Sunday of all days, but was told it was
all good fun. I stuck it out through the morning and
adamantly refused to go back in the afternoon, or
ever again, complaining bitterly about the soppy
Bible stories and the general dreary nature of it. To
me it was about as much fun as a funeral.

In the back garden of Gwen & Ted’s house.

Give me the woods any day, that was where I got
my spiritual lift quite on my own and in my own
way. Life’s pattern in this regard was set very early
on.
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Television was very rare in those days and few families had one. The Fox family across the road got
one for the Coronation in 1953 and everyone sat in the dark to watch it on this little grey screen.
I remember it being a fine day and very soon left them all to it and went out into the garden to play.
We would go down to my grandma’s friend, Mrs Midwood’s house to watch her television on the
occasional Sunday evening. These were astonishingly boring excursions, and her house stunk of
mothballs, and it was usually something like Max Jaffa playing the violin. I usually slipped outside
and raided the garden, stuffing myself with gooseberries whenever I got the chance. Mrs Midwood
once gave my father a bar of soap which was pre-war and had sat on top of a cupboard. We had to
use it because it was free, and it lasted for years, and would not lather, being hardened and fossilised
over the passage of time. It was like washing yourself with an old brick.
Eventually we also got a television, but it would not have been until much later in the decade. I saw
it have a drastic effect upon us, as my parents settled into the novelty of watching it and a lifelong
habit was established. The games and mother’s decorative embroidery stopped, and my father’s pen
and ink drawing dwindled, although he did keep up with that until his death, despite cataracts
stopping the fine work. Latterly he took to flower collages for this reason. He did seem to do more
again after I went off to college, and my mother always maintained that he eased off because he
didn’t want to put me off with my own drawing. Nevertheless, I learned much from my dad, (and
copying comics, particularly Frank Hampson’s work) He taught me perspective, and watercolour
technique, I still have a book by Hazledene of Lake District views, some of which I copied. This
became a dream landscape for me, I didn’t know where it was, but it was what I wanted to be in!
I never took to the television, and remained at the table in the dining room, usually drawing away
obsessively. Dad saw to it that I never was short of paper by liberating scrap pads from work, and as
fast as he brought them home I used them up. Eventually the sideboard cupboard became full of my
drawings.
One of our sandcastles.

My dad was always very creative, and on family caravan holidays would often make castles with
me on the beach, or ‘ball rolls’ which would run for yards. Once he made a life size mermaid, naked
of course, with hair of seaweed. Mother was asleep on a deck chair and was woken up as a group of
people (unbeknown to Dad) had gathered above on the promenade and were watching him. When
the mermaid was finished - and it was very impressive - they applauded and a shower of pennies
came down. Dad was flattered, but Mum was mortified, and fled.
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We were always hard up, and I recall Mum and Dad fretting once when the local grocer at the top of
the hill took to painting the names of people who owed him money on his shop window in
whitening. It was very common to get the groceries on the slate at that time, and the possibility of
being shamed this way was a grave worry to them. When I was 15 in 1961, for some reason my
Mother kept a diary for about ten months.
It chronicles a time when they were always short of money and made worse by her job being under
threat, which made her write after various other jobs, but with no luck.
As well as seeing Gwen and Ted, they are also having evenings with Uncle Ken and mother’s sister
Auntie Averil. These usually involve trips to horrible pubs with unpleasant company and probably
too expensive for them. Ken started off as an apprentice coffin maker, and after a spell in the pit as a
Bevin Boy was by now becoming successful building cheap houses in the housing boom of the day.
He was a man I never liked, and was rather crude for my parents taste. At one point he was fined for
receiving steel which had been stolen from the colliery, it was said that he took the fine in order to
save implicating his brother Stewart who was responsible. Stewart later became a very successful
car dealer, before dying of cancer. He had a taste for fast and flashy cars, which he excused as really
being for the business as ‘they made people think he was successful’. On one occasion he took me
in his new Jaguar for a trip to Rawmarsh, doing over 100mph on the way. He was showing off and I
thought it was really stupid. Clearly his showing off didn’t work in my case. I always considered
Averil to be a silly woman. She and mother had never got on as girls, and it was curious how later
in life they ended up being thrown together after Ken died of cancer.
Because Ken was doing well the talk was all about that and it must have been irksome for them. I
know that they did not really enjoy their company or that of the people in the building trade that
they were mixing with. Later he built a house in Swinton with a billiard table in an underground
room. When he took us to see it, I thought it resembled Hitler’s bunker. Averil bought a vastly
expensive fitted carpet which was all large violet fronds of surreal leaves from another planet. I
remarked to my parents that it made me feel as though I was imminently
about to fall through these fronds into an infinite and
decaying space, which amused them greatly.
Ken’s building business eventually ran into harder times as
the building boom slowed down and there was little green
land anywhere to build new brick boxes. He diversified into
concrete blocks for patio walls, but fell ill and died after a
while. His youngest son, Kenneth, by now having left school,
took this over but it wasn’t successful. The next grand plan
was to open a garden centre in Ken’s memory ‘because he
loved his garden so much.’ This was news to me, as the muddy
patch they had never resembled any kind of garden I knew but each to his own! This very soon went bust. After that Averil
played poverty to Mum, who was too sympathetic in my
opinion, considering the way the Brammars had spent all their
time boasting and spending when they had money, but let my
Mum and Dad do all the chasing about after my grandmother.
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Ken’s family, the Brammars were Wath people and his mother I recall as a hard matriarch. She
evidently had a side line in money lending.
On one occasion I was at her house when she wrung the neck of a chicken, and was vastly amused
as the poor thing ran around the kitchen squawking in it’s death throes. I thought this was awful.

Ken & Averil’s wedding. Mr & Mrs Brammar are on the left.
Mum and dad, on the other hand always looked
to Rotherham, as they were both from there,
consequently we mostly went shopping there. It
then seemed a smart little town, although after
the closure of the coal mines and the steel
works it became very run down. The Brammars
on the other hand looked to Barnsley, which we
always considered a dump, and I see no reason
to revise my opinion! There were occasions
when we went to the market at Barnsley, which
was very extensive. It was fascinating to watch
the traders selling crockery, throwing tea sets
up in the air and barking their performance
patter at a large audience, there was always
someone who fell for it and found they had
bought a set for more than it sounded like.
Mum, Auntie Averil and my grandmother
at the front door of 13 Fitzwilliam
Street, Wath upon Dearne.
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On one occasion there was a travelling photographer there with a couple of Parrots, and I was
photographed with one on each of my arms. I recall that they were not all that friendly, and I had to
treat them with some caution to avoid being pecked.

Parrots in Barnsley market.
Mum’s diary shows also that they are finding grandmother’s constant company wearing, and
particularly as she always had to come with them on holiday.
Holidays in our family were usually disasters, weather being invariably awful. My father reckoned
that he had a personal rain cloud hitched to the bumper of his car. As money was usually tight, they
were usually as cheap as possible, and many an hour was spent in many a caravan in remote sites
listening to the rain hammer on the roof.
Perhaps the worst of all was the one we had in the Isle of Man. A small win on the football pools
provided the funding for this one, otherwise it would never have happened. Dad recalled wistfully
the family holidays he had there as a boy, when the sun was always shining. He decided that this
would be the ideal holiday for us all. Not only that, it would not be in a a caravan but in a boarding
house, and for three weeks! An unheard of luxury for those days.
The voyage across was for me the most exciting part. We went over from Liverpool I believe, which
was completely grey. The trip across was very rough indeed. Everyone on the boat seemed to be
violently sick and it swayed from side to side venomously. The whole boat seemed to be packed
with the sick and the dying, like some kind of maritime Scutari. I was quite untouched by all this
motion and wandered about in indecently high spirits, enjoying the drama. I recall luggage strapped
to a mast on deck, snapping free and knocking a man over, across the deck. Thrilling stuff!
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The lodgings in Douglas were run by two spinster Salvation Army sisters. It was a gloomy
Victorian house with large sepia prints of such enlightened subjects as “Daniel in the Lion’s Den”
framed along the gloomy landings. The food was minimal and the sandwiches were transparent. We
were kicked out of the place each day whilst band practice took place.
Something that my parents were unprepared for was the fact that this was the time of the annual TT
motorcycle races, which seemed to result in almost everything being closed down whilst people
followed the races. These remained a mystery to me, as everywhere we went, I was faced by the
backs of rows of men all wearing raincoats, flannels and hats, and somewhere beyond this
impenetrable grey wall I could hear the distant roar and whine of motorbike engines.I never actually
got to see one.
To make matters worse, it rained constantly all the time, everything was dripping wet and this
ensured that I had to wear for the whole time a hideous new rubberised canvas raincoat which I had
been presented with. This garment was stiff and unyielding, and rubbed the backs of my legs in
anything other than long trousers, which of course soon became soggy from the knees down.
We walked up woodland pathways to see views which were obscured by mists and rainclouds, and
wandered round from place to place in the endless and unremitting downpour, through ornamental
and mournful gardens which prefigured the words of a song later to be written by Van Morrison
which mentions “gardens wet with rain.” We got wet bottoms sitting on chairs outside tea rooms,
although I do remember that the drinking chocolate was a needful restorative, and one of the only
non-miserable memories of the holiday.

We did not take many
snapshots as a family, but
there is only one which
has survived from this
jaunt. It shows me and
mum sitting outside the
tearoom I have just
mentioned, and rather
effectively sums up the
whole debacle.
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In fact the only other thing which was not a disaster was a visit to Castle Rushen, “Situated in the
heart of Castletown, the Island’s ancient capital, Castle Rushen is one of Europe’s most finely
preserved medieval castles and fortress of the Kings and Lords of Mann.” I found this very
interesting. I do not recall either of my parents being particularly enthusiastic about it however, as
the perpetual rainy twilight had by this time dampened their spirits to a pronounced degree.
After we returned home, the holiday was never referred to again, until years later when the slightest
mention of the Isle of Man would bring out a distinct shudder and instant change of subject.
Another horrible holiday!
This one was in Colwyn Bay.
Grandma was inevitably with us and
cast a huge cloud over the
proceedings, the significance of
which i didn’t really grasp at the
time. The atmosphere was really
dreadful. I had to wear a ghastly
lovat green jacket and flannels
which I remember loathing with a
passion.
The one saving grace (for me) was
that the weather was (unusually)
pleasant, and I spent as much of the
week as I could manage on the beach
away from the brooding storm clouds
within the family, enjoying the
company of a mongrel dog which
befriended me on arrival .
This dog was the beginning of my campaign to get a dog of my own, which eventually led to a trip
to Doncaster market where I got a puppy, which was sick on me during the bus journey back home.
He was a cross between a terrier and a labrador, with a short and stubby tail which had been docked.
This caused him to bend double when excitedly wagging it in a most curious manner. I wanted to
call him “Fang” but my parents insisted on “Shandy” which lacked the proud and noble savagery
which I preferred! Nevertheless, he became my closest friend until I left for art school.
They had by the time of mum’s diary, got an old second hand car, a Ford Popular of ancient design.
I was 15, and this was the year of the trip to Teignmouth for one week, which was an epic. The
intention had been to re-visit places they had been in Cornwall during Dad’s time in the RAF during
the war, but it was too far and too expensive. Mum and Dad always hoped to make this nostalgic
journey but they never managed it. They had been studying maps for a week before to plan a route,
Dad didn’t like things planned, as he thought that this was to like ‘being regimented at work’ and
that holidays ‘should be carefree and spontaneous.’ His cherished ideal (which he never lost) was to
drive off into an idyllic England straight out of an Ealing comedy, with quiet winding country roads,
thatched pubs, kindly landlords and glorious weather. As usual, things didn’t turn out in the carefree
way which Dad expected!
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When we got into the car on Friday the 1st of September, 1961, Dad, Mum, Grandma, me and
shandy the dog, the starter motor went. We all got out and back in the house, Grandma chuntering
away in the background. Dad walked to the woodman garage and bought a cheap replacement
which was evidently made out of toffee, because on the first click after we had all got back into the
car, it went pop again, and we all had to get out and go back in the house again to redoubled
chuntering from Grandma. Dad now went on a bus to procure another full price motor, which thank
goodness worked this time and eventually in the afternoon, we set off with Dad’s fingers cut,
squashed and oily.
Mum’s diary records that we travelled through Leicester, Rugby, Wychwood, Burford, Banbury, and
eventually ran into fog. We pulled into a lay by about 30 miles from Exeter. What she does not
record is that we stopped somewhere in deepest Wiltshire to get directions as we were hopelessly
lost. Dad & I went into a quaint looking pub (Dad pleased at this) to ask the locals for directions.
On the inside it was exactly like the pub in ‘An American Werewolf in London’ and silence fell as
we entered. I think we were the first non locals to have entered during the century, and I recall it
being very spit & sawdust (which I didn’t mind) but also rather sinister. The directions were rapidly
delivered in a thick dialect and were quite unintelligible. Outside again, Dad said “well, that’s all
right then son?”, and we got back in the car and drove off into the deepening gloom.
As the diary says, we pulled into a lay by in thick fog. It was also very dark and very late. We all
slept in the car, Mum and Dad in the front, and me, Grandma and the dog in the back. It was not
very comfortable and it was also very cold. I got up very early and took Shandy out for a walk, as
his flatulence was oppressive (although it could have been Grandma or even both.) We climbed the
bank above the car and discovered a canal. No wonder it was striking chilly! We stood on the top
and watched the sun rise over a mist shrouded basin of fields, with magnificent colours and drama.
A steam train crawled across the landscape below us, sparks flying out of its chimney and steam
trailing behind. I have never forgotten this sight, it was one of the most wonderful things I have ever
seen. Mum’s diary records that we set off again at 6.30 am. and arrived at Teignmouth at 7.30. and
after “lousy tea and buns” got installed in a trailer at Shaldon by 11.00.
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Two days were ‘fine and dull’, one ‘glorious’ which was pretty good for us! During the week we
visited various places around there, Shaldon beach, Babbacombe, Paighnton, Brixham, Sandsdown,
Dawlish and Torquay on Friday the 8th September where we saw the “Jewel and Warris Show”
during the evening, which my mum says was “slow and poor.”
Jimmy Jewel and Ben Warris were
cousins, born in Sheffield . Jimmy was
born 1906 the son of a Yorkshire
comedian and prop maker. His cousin
Ben was born in 1909. Both of them
began solo careers, Jimmy apprenticed
to his father made his London debut in
1925, at the Bedford , Camden Town .
Ben appeared in London five years
later.
They teamed up in 1934, and formed a
double act that was to make them the
highest paid “Double” by the early
1950’s. By the time they broke up the
act they had appeared in 7 Royal
Variety performances, 12 Blackpool
Summer Seasons, and had made their
mark as seasoned pantomime stars.
They appeared as The Robbers in Tom
Arnold’s “Babes In The Wood” at the
Palace Manchester, and in The London
Palladium’s “Babes In The Wood” the
following year in 1950.
They adopted the comedic double persona of the Smart “Know-it-all” and the loveable “Daft” one,
with situations rather than sketches written for them. Their radio series “Up The Pole” made them
huge stars during its run from 1947-1952. In 1950 Jewel and Warris made the film of “Up the pole”.
By 1966 the variety theatres were few and far between, and the act ended. Ben continued in Music
Hall and solo pantomime, while Jimmy began a new phase in his career- one that was to eventually
team him up with Comedienne Hylda Baker in the Television comedy “Nearest & Dearest”, along
with its spin-off stage shows. Jimmy and Hilda were far from Nearest and dearest to each other, and
playing brother and sister in their fictional pickle factory they barely spoke to each other off
camera. Ben died in 1993, and Jimmy, now very well off, in 1995. During their pantomime years
they became the definitive Good and Bad Robbers, forming a style that was to be taken on later by
the brothers Mike & Bernie Winters.
Early in the week Dad discovered the ‘King William’ pub which was much to their taste, and it
became their local for the week. I was allowed in too, and enjoyed having a drink (draught cider)
with them for the first time and felt quite grown up. At the end of the week I bought a half pint stein
and thereafter had a half with Dad when he brought a pint in for himself , until I was (nearing)
being old enough to join him at the local.
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There are hints in the diary of the tensions which lay below the surface. “Sat in puddle, Ma
clinging, getting worked up, moody.” “Row with Ma, fed up with her, can’t do what we want.”

A postcard of Devon Luxury Caravans, Shaldon

Mums diary records that on Saturday the 9th we set off home at 9.50, went 25 miles wrong but after
a pleasant journey arrived home at 10.30 pm. she concludes her diary for the week with “Car was
wonderful, Beautiful country but would have enjoyed it without Ma.” These few words are so
descriptive of the dilemma which was always there. They were both caring towards Grandma and
did a great deal for her, and as Ken was adamant that they would not look after her it fell to them to
shoulder what became an increasing burden as she became increasingly demanding of their time
and attention.
If they managed to get away anywhere without her, there had to be elaborate cover stories to
conceal the fact and it was hard to remember the plot, but Grandma never forgot a date or occasion
and was adept at tripping you up into revealing the truth. My Dad once said to me “do you know
son, if I offered her a boiled sweet at 2,00 on Sunday afternoon, the next week at 2.00 she would be
demanding ‘where’s my boiled sweet!’” He had a point.
Eventually, in April 1979 weather was atrocious with snow and Dad was having to walk down each
day to light her fire and do various jobs for her. He suffered a heart attack and was taken into
hospital, and died suddenly a couple of weeks later, as he was waiting to be discharged to
convalesce at home. During the wake, Grandma said “What will I do now, without Bill?”
I once met another star of the Variety circuit on the pier at Blackpool, where my grandmother was
working as a cook. She had got into conversation with Hylda Baker, and we bumped into her in
between shows. She was just like her stage character, and quite funny.
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Hylda Baker was born 14 February 1905 at
23 Ashworth Street, Farnworth, Lancashire.
She became one of the biggest stars of the
Music Hall in the 1940s and 50s before
moving to film and television in the 1960s,
when she was Britain's best comedienne.
Her stage act was a little and large double
act consisting of Hylda, who played the
short one who did all the talking, and her
tall, silent stooge called Cynthia, who was
always played by a man. Hylda was the
queen of the catchphrase, "She knows you
know" and "Be soon I said" being two of
the best known from the early days.
Her first sitcom was Be Soon for the BBC. It was not a great success and she turned her talents to
the silver screen, playing an abortionist in the 1960 film Saturday Night, Sunday Morning - a role
she later revived in Up the Junction in 1967.
Between these two films came two more TV
comedies Our House (1960) and Best of Friends
(1963) but 1968 was the year that Hylda hit the
jackpot, playing Mrs. Sowerberry in the film
version of Oliver! before staring as Nellie
Pledge in the sitcom Nearest and Dearest,
which remains the most successful comedy
show ever produced by Granada Television.
During 1961, the year of Mum’s diary there
was a lot of decorating done. Despite constant
worrying about money, they seem to have been
going through the whole house, room by room.
One incident I remember which she mentions
was on Thursday the 12th of October. My
Grandma had been up to do some washing for
her, and left the iron on. It was on a thick
wooden top by the sink, and burned its way
right through and was hanging by the cord
which was red hot and was slowly burning a
line through the top as the weight pulled it
down. My dad got in first and had to think
quickly to prevent it all bursting into flames. I
arrived shortly after him and the smell of
smoke was ghastly, it made my eyes really
sting.

My Grandmother, Edith May Walker in the
garden of 102 Campsall Field Road,
taken about 1966.
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Mum was worried about her job on the switchboard at ICI, which was rumoured to be going to end
because the branch she worked at was going to close down. I guess the decorating was an attempt to
get as much as possible done before she might face redundancy. She wrote off for a number of jobs
but had no luck as they evidently did not want to employ married women. She also tried for a job
with the police, but turned it down because it involved night work. Eventually she was given a
transfer to the new branch at Dunscroft. This was further away and she was not happy about it but
was evidently relieved. The diary ends on Thursday the 26th of October with the entry “Finished
knitting, next to last day. Sorry, oh dear I shall miss this place.”
By the time I was off to college she had managed to get another switchboard job at the ‘British
Wagon‘ company in Rotherham. This suited her much better and she stayed there for some years.

Mum and Dad in the
grounds of the town hall,
taken about 1966.
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Middleton’s Buthchers, Church Street, taken about 1966.

The roundabout, Wath upon Dearne, taken about 1966.
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In the front room of 102, about 1955.

Eventually, in 1950 or 1951 the family got a new
council house, number 102 Campsall Field
Road, Wath-upon-Dearne, on the new estate
just then being built. It was one of the first of
the houses to have been built. When we
moved in the house was very bleak. It had
composition floors, which were very cold in
winter. The plaster was still drying out, and
we could not decorate for a year or so, and the
walls had to be painted with distemper only. It
had coal fires and a through range in the
kitchen, fired by the fire in the dining room. I
used to enjoy spitting on to the oven top and
watch it bounce up and down in little steaming
balls, not something which my parents
encouraged! It was always cold and damp, and
economics decreed that we did not have coal
fires during the week.

Condensation was a constant problem, especially during the period of the house drying out. I
remember my regular ritual of getting dressed for school, crouched closely over a one bar electric
fire and watching my clothes steam on me until dry.
At the top of the garden there were garages still being built, and I used to go up there to play
(against instructions) by squeezing along a narrow gap between two garages, because it was
dangerous and forbidden. I used to feel as though I would get stuck in the middle of this tunnel
beyond reach, but it was exciting to take the chance. Once I pushed a half built wall and a concrete
roof beam fell on me, trapping my legs, I think I was very lucky to escape injury! I was also very
lucky to escape punishment (which was more important from my point of view, by wriggling free
from the weight of the concrete beam and eventually escaping from my potential tomb and
discovery.
Beyond the garages was the remains of the tip of the hill upon which we lived. This was gradually
being cleared for more garages and houses on the other side of them, and we children called this
partially excavated mound with its grassy plateau on top “the muck heap”
It was a wonderful playground, castle, climbing
range, mud slide, warren of dens, you name it, we
made it. When it finally disappeared in the last lorry
we transferred our attentions to “the quarry” just a
short way beyond on Quarry Hill Road, or to Wath
Woods where I could lose myself for the whole
day.
Wath Woods surrounded the “fever hospital”
beyond a mysterious high brick wall in the middle
of the wood. We always held our breath passing
this bit in case we caught some fearful disease!
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Above it was a ridge and ditch within
the wood which I later learned was the
remains of an old Brigantian hill fort.
The ‘Roman Rig’ is a defensive dyke
built to defend against attack from the
south. It runs from Sheffield, past
Templeborough and carries on almost
to Doncaster.
This also was a place of dens,
sandstone crags, trees and adventure.
Further down there was “the thicket”
which was an area of the wood so
overgrown that you could not even
enter it without scratches and tears in
clothing.
Needless to say this became a favourite haunt of mine, and I shall never forget the thrill of finding
an owl in there and watching it watching me, with its head turning almost full circle as it followed
me in my circular transit of its space.
There was also a small ruinous thing over a stream through the wood which was allegedly a roman
well, another muddy place in which to hide, with the sense of being close to the brooding presence
of long dead roman soldiers.
Beyond the wood, and the quarry stretched seemingly limitless open country, dotted with old farms
and winding lanes which led eventually to Hoober Stand, and beyond that the village of Wentworth.
Hoober Stand was designed by the architect Henry Flitcroft. Its construction was completed in 1748
at a total cost of £3,000.
During the Scottish Jacobite
uprising in 1745, Thomas WatsonWentworth, the Earl of Malton and
Lord Lieutenant of the West Riding
of Yorkshire, fought against them.
When the Jacobites were defeated,
King George II elevated him to
marquisate for his contribution.
Watson-Wentworth became the 1st
Marquis of Rockingham and the
title Earl of Malton passed to his
only surviving son. To show his
gratitude towards the king for his
elevation, he ordered the
construction of Hoober Stand, which
began in 1746.
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The inscription above the doorway reads: "This pyramidall building was erected by his Majestys
most dutiful subject Thomas Marquess of Rockingham in grateful respect to the preserver of our
religious laws and libertys King George the Second who, by the blessing of God having subdued a
most unnatural rebellion in Britain anno 1746 maintains the balance of power and settles a just and
honourable peace in Europe 1748."
This whole area between the quarry, the wood and Wentworth was my main childhood playground.
I remember catching tadpoles in the small swamp which then lay at the bottom of Abdy lane, and
watching the corn being gathered, and put into stooks in the fields. Once, I managed to get into a
potato field at the end of a day, after it was harrowed over but before the itinerant pickers got into it
and liberated a large sack which I brought home on my soap-box cart. It kept us going for a very
long time.
I started school at the Park Road Infants School which was a grim Victorian prison of a school with
high windows through which you could not see out. My mother said that the first day she left me
there, expecting me to be tearful, she was surprised to see me push another child off a rocking horse
and take over as soon as I was sure she was out of the way. The most frightening teacher was a Miss
Tingle who always reminded me of ‘Keyhole Kate’.

She was a thin wizened woman with hair scraped back in a tight bun and a fearful reputation.
Despite this, I started off well and was in the top three in the class, as I was reading by the time I
started school thanks to bedtime stories and much attention from my father. I remember easily
amassing huge piles of dog eared letter cards because I could shout out their names so quickly.
I soon moved on from there to the Festival Road Junior School, which was newly built about the
time of the Festival of Britain in 1951. This was a much nicer building, and I started out well,
carrying on my class performance as before. The playground was built on rubbish landfill and I
found treasures in the rubble beneath it which we were forbidden to go near. A great success was a
piece of broken mirror which I used to great effect to dazzle people playing games, as my antipathy
to any form of sport was even then well established, probably by the enforced present of football
boots for school instead of the death ray gun which my heart ached for.
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Another memorable occasion was when I took Deers Antlers
which I had found in the attic of 13 Fitzwilliam Street up to
the school and was mobbed by the entire population of it and
had to be rescued from the middle of the horde by a teacher.
On another occasion we were asked to make a mask, and
with the help of my father made a very good model of the
mask of Tutankhamun out of card and corrugated cardboard,
and had a similar experience but was by this time better able
to cope with it. However, in my second year there I
encountered a Miss Billington and it was mutual hate at first
sight! This was the year we had to learn our tables and
despite being previously reasonable with numbers, the
experience with this teacher turned it into a hideous trauma.
I have never really been happy with numbers since then and
can truly say that they all look alike to me. During this year I
took to truanting and avoid the woman and managed to spend
days on end in the woods without discovery. At the end of the
year I recall parading along the school corridor with my pal
Colin Stacey (who later went on to Borstal Academy)
chanting “Billy Bag’s a shit bag” over and over.
Although numbers were to be forever a no-go zone for me I
redeemed my reputation in writing creative essays and
drawing and painting, at which I was considered by now to be
something of a prodigy. I was filled with disgust one day when
the school ran out of sugar paper and I was given a small piece
of newsprint and a tin of manky water colours to do a picture
based on Wordsworth’s ‘Daffodils’. This was no way to treat
an artist of my stature! Seething with righteous indignation I
decided to show them what for and tore off at high speed a
painting of unparalleled technical ability. When I left the
school a couple of years later, it was still hanging, framed,
beside the Head’s office.
My ability at art and writing was worthless though in the face
of the Eleven Plus Exam. I was forced to do hours of revision
papers in the evenings and became a twitching heap. We were
told that there were only eleven places for the Grammer
School allocated to our school, and that should we fail it we
would be forever on the scrapheap and fit only for labour
down the Pit.
I believed them implicitly and became even more of a quivering wreck. Naturally, I failed with
flying colours as arithmetic was a vital part of this torture. I was awarded another go a year later
because I was borderline too young, but scored even worse owing to further attacks of nerves.
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My parents did not want me to go to the Park Road
Secondary Modern School as it had a very bad
reputation and was little more than a training camp
for the colliery. Somehow they fixed for me to
move on to the Brampton Ellis School at
Brampton Bierlow, the next village in the Barnsley
direction. This was a secondary modern school,
but had a school farm attached and some pupils
who showed aptitude were allowed to take
agriculturally appropriate ‘O’ Levels. I guess it
was a policy of “anything is better than Park
Road.” The school at Brampton Bierlow traces its
origins back to 1711 when it was endowed by
George Ellis of Brampton Hall. A master’s house
was added in 1738 and the school and house rebuilt
in 1791. The schoolroom was then able to
accommodate 20 children.
A new senior school, later Brampton Ellis Comprehensive School, opened in 1930. The
comprehensive school closed in 1985.
I can’t say I enjoyed this school very much either as Art was minimal and there wasn’t much
writing. I best remember making illustrations to bible stories under the eccentric R.I. teacher who
was known as ‘Gunga Din’ for his habit of leaping on top of a desk and reciting the Kipling poem at
the slightest provocation. We were happy to oblige as it took large slabs of time out of the drudgery
of the lessons. My drawing skills ensured the wonder of the teacher and I was allowed to spend all
my time in his lessons drawing.
We also had ‘Gardening’ lessons which I think were meant to sound out those compliant enough to
enter the agricultural stream, mainly farmers sons as it turned out. Personally, I deplored this
activity as it mainly centred on weeding the headmasters extensive vegetable garden. I considered
this to be ruthless exploitation. I soon slipped down into the ‘B’stream and was moving towards
promotion to the bottom stream.
In 1872 the Brampton Colliery Company was formed, taking its name from the local parish of
Brampton Bierlow, near Rotherham, South Yorkshire, England. The following year they
commenced the sinking of a shaft which became known as Cortonwood Colliery. In March 1984,
the National Coal Board announced that the mine was due to close, this becoming the "final straw"
which brought about the long running UK miners' strike (1984–1985). Employment in the village
was primarily related to the coal industry; the economy and residents suffered after the sudden
closure of mines in the 1980s, The hardship caused by this has left a significant amount of bad
feeling in the locality, which, although waning over time, has still not gone away. Brampton was, at
one point, declared one of the poorest areas in the European Union.
At the foot of the hill above Cortonwood was another Secondary school, and I had heard that a pal
of mine in the stream above me was to sit an exam for this school which had started an engineering
stream leading to GCSE ‘O’ levels in technical subjects. Something in which I had no interest
whatsoever. one evening whilst walking our dog ‘Shandy’ to the Crown, my father bumped into the
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woman who was deputy head of my school, and somehow talked her into giving me a chance at this
exam. My father was a good talker, and perhaps my drawing and writing skills were perhaps not
entirely unknown, because the next morning, at the end of assembly and without warning (full of
the dreadful depression which I always had before P.E followed by triple Maths) I was told to report
to the Headmasters office. This only ever meant the cane, and not having done anything did not
signify at all, so I was fairly fed up.
This all changed when he told me that I was to sit an exam for the
other school and I was to hurry along to the room where this was
to happen. Anything being better than the cane followed by P.E
followed by triple Maths, my spirits rose a little, and even more
so when I found the exam to be mainly writing, so I decided to
just enjoy myself. The lack of warning and this state of mind
obviously helped, because I passed, and in September, started in
year three at the other school. The subjects we studied were
Electrical Engineering, Maths, Engineering Drawing, Machine
Shop Practice and so on. I hated them all except Engineering
Drawing which had a charming and gentle teacher and in any
event I could draw better than anyone else in the school, without
having to learn anything about the engineering, my eyes were all
I needed. Nevertheless, this exam changed my life without any
doubt, because three years later the West Riding piloted
comprehensive education in the area, a pioneering first.
I was offered the chance after GCSE, to stay on into a sixth form, newly created, and because most
boys wanted to leave as soon as possible and get earning money, we were offered a bribe to get
pupils to sign up. I could choose my subjects. Needless to say I had no hesitation in dumping all the
technical and science stuff which I had failed, despite revising hard in the Maths and Engineering, a
hangover no doubt from the trauma of the eleven plus experience! and I started doing English, Art
and History.
Rebuilding meant that the Art section
was in a disused junior school in the next
village of Broomhill. I decided to spend
as much time down there as possible, and
simply didn’t turn up for the re-sit GCSE
maths and engineering I was supposed to
do. Consequently it was thought to be a
mistake in the timetable and I was
therefore not expected thereafter.
After a year I was required to sit the exam
because my name was still on the list. I
failed once more with exactly the same
marks as the year before, despite doing no
work whatsoever for it. I have never taken
revision very seriously since.

At the top of the garden of 102, about 1961.
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My English teacher Mr (uncle Dick) Walker terrified everyone with his temper, but for some reason
I could do no wrong and got away with murder, probably because in an area of great illiteracy I was
his shining hope for the GCE’s. He was a very good teacher of English Literature with a great
passion for his subject. Mrs Harrison taught Art History in the later part of the sixth form and I got
on well with her too, but really this was no problem as I knew most of the subject already through
many many years of reading books on art from various libraries, encouraged by my father.
I got on very well with the Art teacher, Derek Pegg and remained in touch sporadically over the
years. I also got on well with The other art teacher Julia Clegg, and her husband Dave who was a
drama teacher in the school. The Cleggs were a young and fairly ‘arty’ couple and I became quite
friendly with them. They lived in a small terraced house in Barnsley and introduced me to a broader
range of things than I was then familiar with. Music like Stravinsky’s ‘Rite of Spring’ (played very
loud) and trips out to see plays , ‘Murder in the Cathedral’ and ‘Chips with Everything.’ It was
important at the time. On one occasion we all went to see the ballet in Leeds. I much later found out
that Gilly had been there also on the same night! later on, Dave visited us in London, and stayed for
a while whilst he was on the BBC training scheme for a job in local radio. He was a pain in the neck
and we couldn’t wait to see the back of him! He told us that he was bisexual (I had no idea at all
about this at school) and attached himself to an Australian friend of ours who had just come out. (It
was only recently legal.) He disappeared for days and didn’t say where he was. The Cleggs also
turned up shortly after we moved up to Windermere, and similarly got on our nerves. When we
moved we didn’t bother to give a change of address. Many years later whilst visiting my mother,
after her stroke, the television was on in the background (as usual) and a programme came on which
was about the gay S&M scene in Leeds. We were just about to turn it off, when who should pop up
but Dave Clegg, now divorced from Julia and with a leather masked partner who kept saying what a
great guy he was, and Dave going on about how it was “quite life enhancing really.” It was all
rather silly stuff, and I thought how little all of this was apparent when I knew them first at school.
I was no slacker though, despite having a strong disdain for the formalities of school life. I was
hungry for new knowledge and experience but had my own agenda.
During my time at Wombwell I deplored the taste in music of most of my contemporaries, who
seemed to like people like Bobby Vee, the Shadows and others I considered anaemic and dim. My
father had introduced me to Django Rheinhart and an amount of Jazz, and I was trawling the
airwaves in search of more demanding stuff, I could sometimes get a crackly signal from AFN, the
American forces network for Europe, and heard there early jazz, and blues. This caught my
imagination and I found I was listening to the real stuff that most of the current pop (which my
school friends were listening to) was derived from.
Many years later, a song by Van Morrison struck a remarkably strong chord, and I recognised his
description of the very same experience as I had at about the same time. The only difference being
that he did it in Belfast and spoke of “we” I did it in Wath upon Dearne, and would have to speak in
terms of “I” because I knew no-one else who was interested in the same things, indeed, I thought
then that I was some kind of freak. The landscapes were different and there wasn’t any God in my
landscape but in every other respect he could have been describing my own youth.
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On Hyndford Street
Take me back, take me way, way, way back
On Hyndford Street
Where you could feel the silence at half past eleven
On long summer nights
As the wireless played Radio Luxembourg
And the voices whispered across Beechie River
In the quietness as we sank into restful slumber in the silence
And carried on dreaming, in God
And walks up Cherry Valley from North Road Bridge, railway line
On sunny summer afternoons
Picking apples from the side of the tracks
That spilled over from the gardens of the houses on Cyprus Avenue
Watching the moth catcher working the floodlights in the evenings
And meeting down by the pylons
Playing round Mrs. Kelly's lamp
Going out to Holywood on the bus
And walking from the end of the lines to the seaside
Stopping at Fusco's for ice cream
In the days before rock 'n' roll
Hyndford Street, Abetta Parade
Orangefield, St. Donard's Church
Sunday six-bells, and in between the silence there was conversation
And laughter, and music and singing, and shivers up the back of the neck
And tuning in to Luxembourg late at night
And jazz and blues records during the day
Also Debussy on the third programme
Early mornings when contemplation was best
Going up the Castlereagh hills
And the cregagh glens in summer and coming back
To Hyndford Street, feeling wondrous and lit up inside
With a sense of everlasting life
And reading Mr. Jelly Roll and Big Bill Broonzy
And "Really The Blues" by "Mezz" Mezzrow
And "Dharma Bums" by Jack Kerouac
Over and over again
And voices echoing late at night over Beechie River
And it's always being now, and it's always being now
It's always now
Can you feel the silence?
On Hyndford Street where you could feel the silence
At half past eleven on long summer nights
As the wireless played Radio Luxembourg
And the voices whispered across Beechie River
And in the quietness we sank into restful slumber in silence
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One Christmas I was persuaded to perform in a school concert, a blues I had written about mind
manipulation of the young by the advertising industry, based on a song by Sonny Terry & Brownie
McGee. At least this was something of my own, a previous year ( 1962 I think) I was persuaded
along with three other classmates to mime as John Lennon to “Twist & Shout” by the Beatles as
silhouettes, with back lighting so only our shadows were visible. There was a great deal of
screaming from the girls in the audience, but I have to say that I found the experience very
demeaning and rather silly. The Rolling Stones were becoming very popular at this time and had a
hit with “Little Red Rooster” but as I was already familiar with Howlin’ Wolf’s original, theirs
seemed very watery and powerless and tame in comparison.
Following my interest in jazz, I managed to get
to Sheffield to see The Count Basie Orchestra,
The Duke Elligton Oerchestra, Sarah Vaughan,
Errol Garner and The Jerry Mulligan Quartet.
No mean feat, as return transport to Wath was
virtually non existent back then. I also managed
to get to a couple of the early blues ‘caravans’
organised by Norman Granz, which introduced
the ‘real’ blues to a european audience for the
first time. Rivetting performances by among
others, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Sleepy John Estes &
Hammie Nixon, Sunnyland Slim, Hubert
Sumlin, Mississipi John Hurt, Sonny Terry &
Brownie McGee, Howlin’ Wolf and others.
At one of them I managed to meet the
performers and got autographs, (the two crosses being Sleepy John Estes.)
There was a concert by Bob Dylan that I was particularly desperate to get to, but I couldn’t in the
end manage to get there and back again, no one else was interested. I found out later that Gilly had
been there! Clearly fate was pointing the finger at us.
I discovered the Esquire Club in Sheffield about this time. Before 1960, Sheffield was very much a
bed and work city. All night life ended at 10pm and if you saw anyone around after that hour they
were generally on their way to or from work. It was still like that where I was from, until well after
I went off to college!
Terry Thornton changed all that in 1960 with the opening of the live music venue "Club 60" in the
basement of the old Acorn pub at Shalesmoor. After two successful years Terry moved the club to
Leadmill Road and re-named it "The Esquire Club". Many future stars, such as Joe Cocker, Dave
Berry, who I once met there soon after he had a top ten hit, with I think, ‘The Crying Game’ or
possibly ‘Little Things’ and whom I thought was a bit of a twit. Rod Stewart, played there between
1962 and 1967. Although Terry closed the club after five years to turn his attentions elsewhere he
had set in the motion a revolution in live music that spread across the whole country.
Although it was very difficult to get out from Wath to Sheffield and back, I did manage sometimes
to get out for the evening when there was something particularly enticing on.
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At the esquire I saw Memphis Slim and Sonny Boy Williamson, whom I recorded on a tape
recorder (liberated for the evening from school) with a friend who at the time was useful, being the
lab technician at school, (although his tastes ran more to Dave Berry.) I am somewhere in the
shadows by the stage, in the photograph on the left, I and was also standing next to the
photographer at the autograph signing.
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I also saw John Lee Hooker at the Esquire, about the time that he
had something of a hit in Britain with “Boom Boom” and
“Dimples.” I had first heard Hooker on AFN a couple of years
before and was very interested to see him live. It was even better
than I anticipated. Seeing these blues singers in the context of a
very small, scruffy and intimate club was the best of all ways to
see them, and quite unforgettable. Life defining experiences. It
seemed a pity that no one else I knew showed any interest at all in
any of this.
There is much more I could write on this area, but space is short.
Gradually I moved through jazz, blues and old American
country music, and discovered that a lot of it owed its ancestry
to English, Scottish and Irish folk music. All this rich material
fused into what has been a lifetimes inspiration. The British folk
music scene was growing at the time, as elsewhere others were
responding (unknown to me) at the time, to the same things.
There was of course no interest in English folk music in my area
whatsoever, and absolutely no-one with whom I could share this
interest, about which I was undoubtedly passionate. I went to a
club in Rotherham once, but it was pathetic and the guy who ran
it seemed to be very effete, so after singing a shanty and being
asked to come again next week - I didn’t bother. That was a
thread which was to be taken up a year later.
Some time in the sixth form, someone told me about Art Schools. I could not believe my ears! I had
always thought that art was something that was done elsewhere, like Florence, or the left bank in
Paris, certainly not something that anyone with my background could dream of doing. The very
idea of studying what I loved the very most was intoxicating and I decided that this was for me. I
went to Rotherham Library and looked up Art Schools and wrote off for information and
application forms. I applied to Leeds, Liverpool and Goldsmiths College, Hornsey. My English
teacher was bitterly disappointed, but I had glimpsed the Pearly Gates of heaven and I was not
going to be turned for anything. After all it was early in 1964.
Interviews were interesting. My father was insistent that I put down Graphic Design as an eventual
area of study, as he thought my preferences at the time for sculpture and collage were unlikely to
lead to any real employment. I then went off to Goldsmiths and had a very pleasant chat which
didn’t feel like an interview at all. I was told that they would be happy to offer me a place but they
didn’t have a course in Graphic Design! I told them I wasn’t that particular and re-iterated my
interests in sculpture and collage. They said I could think about it and get back to them directly.
Leeds really got to me, I loved the atmosphere and the work. The only
problem being that as I arrived , my pen exploded and I ended up having to
buy a new one, and ink and that left me skint for the rest of the day. My
Dad really liked to cut things very tight and I had no spare cash.
Nevertheless, as I walked up the steps of the old building, awe struck, I
imagined Henry Moore doing so before me. The interview was fine too,
albeit a little tense on my part because I was so keen.
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The next one was Liverpool. This was horrible. Once again, my Dad had planned the excursion (on
the cheap) with military precision, but unfortunately it was Fred Karno’s army! The plan was to go
by the night train from Sheffield to Manchester, leaving about 2.00am. I got to Manchester and
things started to go wrong. My train to Liverpool went from a different station, which wasn’t in
Dad’s plan. It wasn’t easy to find the other station in the dark, and with no one about at 4.00am.
When I found the Railway Station, it was closed and didn’t open for another hour. Ice formed
around my feet whilst I waited in an extensive puddle.
When I was grudgingly let in by a porter who clearly didn’t welcome passengers that early I was
informed that the cheap day return tickets my father had budgeted for did not start until the train
after the one I had to catch. I ended up with less than five pence to last the day! No food then... I
arrived in Liverpool about 7.00am and I disliked the place on sight.
I wandered around in the snow for a long
time until the Art School opened. It was
full of trendy idiots who seemed to think
that because a quarter of the Beatles had
been here recently it would be “fab.” We
were told to do something with a piece of
paper and oil pastels whilst we waited for
an interview like a factory production
line. I was so bored and irritated that
when my turn came to be interviewed, I
wouldn’t stop talking and had to be
ejected from the interview booth. I
eventually got home about 11.00pm and I
was starving hungry and completely tired
out.
Annoyingly, I was offered a place here too. It was now a nail biting wait until I heard from Leeds.
After a week or two I was offered a place at Leeds and after a good celebration I wrote back
to Liverpool and Goldsmiths declining their kind offers. I had made a very good choice
indeed, and as my place was unconditional I rather lost interest in my A levels.
My lack of revision paid off again, and I busked my way through the
exams on what I knew anyway and got good passes all round.
I had a spell during the summer working on my
Uncle Ken’s building site for less money than
anyone else, although I was worked just as hard,
slave labour really, but it was the only work I
could get. As far as I was concerned, I just had to
hang on - my life was going to really start as soon as I
could get away to Art School
The promised land was waiting!
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I arrived at Leeds to join the Pre-Diploma Course at a very exciting time. Harry Thubron (1915 –
1985) had just left at the end of the preceding term and the college was still very much influenced
by his ideas. The staff were passionate about the approach and there was a very strong sense of
common Identity. During the 1950s and 60s Thubron was a familiar name in education for his
pioneering experiments in post-school art education. He taught at Sunderland College of Art from
1950 to 1955, and then became Head of Fine Art at Leeds College of Art. During his ten year tenure
in Leeds he helped to revolutionise art education in England by establishing the Basic Design
Course, a programme inspired by the German Bauhaus college and the theoretical writings of
Herbert Read. In this programme, art and design students were not taught specific skills for any of
the disciplines of art and design, but visual literacy in the use of colour, establishment of form and
construction of space.
Out of this, and similar experiments undertaken by Victor Pasmore and Richard Hamilton at Kings
College Newcastle, a new introductory course for art, design and architecture students emerged,
called the Foundation Course, which went on to became the standard degree course-entry
qualification for art, design and architecture students in many countries, including Britain, Ireland,
Canada and elsewhere. This title though came a little after my time.
At Leeds Thubron also established close links between
the art college and the School of Fine Art at the
University of Leeds, which allowed the University's
Gregory Fellows in Fine Art to start teaching at Leeds
College of Art. He also helped to create a prototype for
Britain's Polytechnics by sending his students to work
on collaborative projects with engineering students from
Leeds College of Technology, out of which Leeds
Polytechnic was eventually formed. In my second year
on the Illustration course I was sent up to ‘the tech’
printing department for a short hands-on course in
industrial printing technology. I got on well with the
tutor there and inveigled him into making a plate out of
some illustrations I had done to english Proverbs.
I took the large plate back with me before they could be routed out and had a merry time running it
through an etching press as a series of experiments in surface and intaglio printing. Eventually it
was discovered and Tom Hudson, our printing tutor read me the riot act for “using up all our
allocation of metal for the year.” He added though “But I admire your initiative! Just don’t let it
happen again.”
This was a good example of the prevailing attitude, even where there were rules (and this was not
often) you were encouraged to break them if it was genuinely in pursuit of your educational
development.
This was a time when Thubron organised a series of summer schools in Scarborough, North
Yorkshire, through which his ideas on art education were shared with artists, art teachers and art
students from all over the country, thereby spreading his philosophy.
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Thubron's own artwork often comprises constructions made from various materials, often industrial
in origin. In terms of art his philosophy was that art could be made from anything, but it was always
a visual phenomenon and not a conceptual illustration. Sentiments with which I have always
concurred.
In 1965 Thubron left Leeds and became Head of Fine Art in Lancaster, Lancashire, although he
only held this post for three years due to increasing ill health. He still continued some teaching after
this, as a part time tutor at Goldsmiths' College, London, between 1971 and 1982.
Notable students of Thubron include Stass Paraskos, (who was part time teaching at Leeds when I
was there,) and who went on to establish the Cyprus College of Art, on the Mediterranean island of
Cyprus using Thurbon's theories, and this institution still exists as a "Thubronite" art institution
today.
“There is, one begins to gather, something quite distinctive about art students in Leeds.” as was said
in an article on the college in the Observer Magazine during the later seventies.
It was my first time away from home and I arrived in digs way out in Moortown in a bleak estate
miles away from the main centres of student lodgings. Mr & Mrs Fillingham were the landlord &
landlady and lived in a house that was like a gypsies caravan. The walls were covered in trinkets
such as “cowboys ties.” She was loud and he was dour and crushed. They had a wee yorkshire
terrier called “Whisky” which spent all its time jumping up at you. I was very tempted to strangle it
- or both of them... Herbert, an ex postman, made breakfast each morning as Mrs F. didn’t like
getting up early. It was fried egg and a rasher of bacon every day without fail. He cooked it each
night before he turned in and warmed it up under the grill in the morning, so it was cellophane
wrapped egg.
I very quickly became a very late worker at college, being ejected by the caretakers when they
locked up. I considered hiding until they had gone home. I would then repair to the pub and work in
my notebooks until I thought they might have gone to bed. The isolation made me determined to
make art college work for me. I was convinced that I would find myself among a group of people of
towering intellect who were as passionate about art as I was, and that as a kid from a real cultural
backwater and a school with no tradition, I would find myself to be very much the struggling poor
relation. I soon found that this was far from the case, and that although undoubtably somewhat
naive, I was a strong student.
To overcome my isolation, I made myself talk to everyone in the year during the first couple of
weeks, and usually opening up conversation with some positive remark about the work which they
were doing, and it was a hard programme of relentless work we were set to do. Drawing bottles for
about two months, in charcoal, no colour, no tone just space and marks. I loved it! To my surprise I
was elected in the third week to be the year rep to the students union. Evidently I was the only
person that everyone knew. So much for my shyness! The strenuous campaigning of a couple of
thrusting and trendy students for the role didn’t in the end work. I didn’t campaign, somebody
nominated me (I never found out who) and the vote was evidently decisive.
This was very important for me because from shy hick from the back country, I was suddenly
meeting everyone in the college, and co-opted on to the Rag committee where I began to meet all
kinds of people from the University up the hill. This made me feel that I ought to gain some
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knowledge of their areas of study too, so that I wouldn’t feel conversationally disadvantaged by my
background, so I began devouring books from the Leeds Library, reading late into the night in a
kind of self directed self educational programme. My goodness but I learned lots, and fast in a very
serendipitous kind of way. I also made friends which have lasted ever since.
I was still on the union in 1968, and remember well when a delegation from Hornsey College of Art
came up to try and get other colleges to join in the glorious revolution of ’68. They had kicked off
the unrest in Britain by staging a spectacular sit-in and occupation of the college when in May 1968
Hornsey students ousted the principal from his office and took over direct control of the college for
two months. 'Local conditions' as basic as toilets and washbasins did indeed precipitate the Hornsey
sit-in. Descriptions of the parlous condition of the college's elderly annexes, spread across the
borough, convey a picture of makeshift squalor straight out of Withnail and I. But these localised
grievances interacted with equivocation about countrywide structural changes in higher education to
provoke a demand for an 'analysis of art education nationally and the relations between artists,
designers, and society', and thus 'opened onto political
territory'.
In Paris in May 1968, massive confrontations between
police and students brought workers out on a general
strike and brought the government to the point of
collapse. The background to these events included:
Collapse of the Bretton Woods Arrangements, the
successful Tet Offensive in Vietnam, the suppression
of the Prague Spring, the growing influence of
Maoism after the Sino-Soviet Split and the growth of
Euro-communism, as well as the earlier crisis over
Algeria. The May 1968 events in Paris would be
followed by clashes between police and students on
countries all around the world, and would have a
lasting political impact.
It was a very exciting time to be a student, on a
number of fronts!
When the Hornsey delegation observed the
conditions we enjoyed at Leeds in terms of self-rule and
direction, they congratulated us and the College for it’s enlightened policies and said that in our
case they could not ask us to join in, as we already had enjoyed the very principles for some time,
that they were seeking to achieve. We agreed a statement of solidarity and support, shook hands and
they returned to their battle.
“ Leeds, according 10 the painter Patrick Heron, in the course of a bitter attack, in The Guardian,
on the merger of art colleges with polytechnics, "is the most influential art school in Europe".
Strong stuff. “
Observer Magazine c.1973
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After my pre-diploma year I got a place on the Dip. A.D. Illustration. My inclination had been for
Fine Art, but I recognised that drawing was the core of what I did and coupled with my interest in
reading and words, Illustration seemed to be a good choice. In fact I had the best of all worlds
because it allowed me a very experimental approach, and no limits on media, but was underpinned
by strong traditional values which you were encouraged to subvert if appropriate. Furthermore we
turned out to be a particularly strong group, and quite varied and adventurous in the case of a few of
us. Years later I was asked back to give a lecture on my work, and met up with several of my old
tutors, including a couple whom I distinctly did not get on with at the time, and whom I had always
suspected of considering me a wayward student. To my surprise I was welcomed with open arms
and told that they had always looked on our group as a “golden period.”
I settled in to the ‘experimental studio’ and concentrated
wherever possible (which was much of the time) on subjects
which interested me, a lot of folklore related stuff, but treated in
a contemporary manner rather than the usual nostalgia based
approach. The fashionable illustrators of the day were people
like Paul Hogarth, Ronald Searle, with Alan Aldridge emerging
as a pop oriented favourite, but not with me! I was determined
to tread my own path wherever it led. I was greatly encouraged
by the head of the course, Derek Hyatt who had been at the
RCA in the same painting year as Peter Blake. Derek was more
of a landscape painter with a leaning towards Paul Nash, Ivon
Hitchens and with influences of anthropology and myths and
legends. As luck would have it, I could not have had a better
tutor! I just got on with it. We kept in touch after I left and years
later, we worked 50/50 running an adult education painting
course.
It was not all work though. Within a few weeks
of being at Leeds, I discovered that there was a
lively folk club scene and began exploring it.
One club which I particularly enjoyed was at a
pub in Kirkstall called “The Royal Sovereign.”
and which met each Sunday. If I was visiting
home for the weekend I made sure I was back in
time to get up there for the session. It was on
the opposite side of town to my digs, which was
a problem in that I usually had a long walk
home after it closed.
It was run by Len Cohen and his wife Anita.
Len ran a sandwich shop, supplying
sandwiches to offices in town, one of the first
to do this. He later went on to do very well
with a series of restaurants.
An early programme for the
Royal Sovereign folk club.
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I managed to change my digs for a shared house in the second term, which was at Horsforth, and
much handier for the club. It was disgusting and one particular colleague never ever washed
anything. After a while the rest of us refused to do so for him and the house filled with a mound of
dirty pots and - chip papers, after the pots ran out. However, it did me until the end of the year. After
that I had a flat in Chapeltown into which the landlady moved some horrible strangers one day. I
was then homeless for a few weeks, sleeping on the floor of a friends flat, after which a series of
bed-sits in houses run by Molly Hussey, the legendary Irish landlady served me well.

I began singing at the Sovereign, and met
Gilly who was also singing there.
I had my eye on her for several weeks but was
unable to make a move as she was usually
with someone else. I eventually asked her out
when I saw her tell this bloke where to get off.
She evidently had had her eye on me too, and I
nearly messed it up before she ditched the
other bloke by bringing along two Irish sisters
one night in December. Fortunately all went
well, and the rest is history.
Len left in order to concentrate with his business, and a group of us got together to run it instead. At
the centre of this group was Bob and Carole Pegg, who had been singing together for some time and
had both been at the university, until Carole became pregnant. Bob was still there in a first year of a
masters in Folk Life Studies. Another lifetime friendship was formed.
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The Sovereign became a unique club, with a very good
singing audience and although staunchly traditional in
its way did branch out at times. We booked most of the
best people who were around at the time, including acts
like Adrian Henri and the Liverpool Scene with electric
rock poetry. There were some very memorable nights
indeed. Sometimes the group of us would produce
special themed nights, such as ‘Birds Beasts and
Flowers’.
The pub was run by Rennie Freeman, and had a great
bunch of locals too, and everyone got on well in this
really friendly environment.
At the end of our time in Leeds, the group recorded a
series of close harmony songs for the BBC in Leeds
which were to go out with short films about the Dales.
We though had left before these went out, and we
never saw them.
Above: Rennie and
the bar at the
Sovereign.

Left: Bob & Carole
Pegg in action.

I knew about the Royal College of Art, but my intention to apply for a place there was given a
strong push by an article which appeared in the Observer Magazine during 1966. and I became
completely determined to go there too.
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Observer Magazine1966:
THE STUDENT
EXPLOSION
THE ART OF SUCCESS
Story by Maureen Green.
Pictures by Gerry Cranham
Many art schools are not
what they were: instead of
starving, uncompromising
painters, you may well find
commercially minded
designers, flitting between
New York and Paris, The
most spectacular is the
Royal College of Art. in its
bizarre, brutal building next
to the Albert Hall, which has
acquired a virtual monopoly
in advanced design, hand in
glove with industry and
publicity.
striking new Royal College
of Art building was
designed by the college’s
own staff, including Sir
Hugh Casson.
The windows of a Bond
Street shoe shop present among the pink kid pumps the sign "designed by
students of the Royal College of Art", Fifteen years ago, even if English shoe manufacturers had
heard of the R.C,A, they would probably not have employed its 'students, or would have kept quiet
about it. But in the intervening period the letters R.C.A. have come to mean the right kind of style
to an increasing number of people. To the Ministry of Transport, which got its motorway signs
designed by the graphics staff: to the Provost of Coventry which asked the stained.glass department
to provide windows for the nave of the new cathedral; and to London Transport, which wants the
Victoria Line to shake off the shape and problems of the Underground. West End stores get help
from the R.C.A. for the interior design of the "21 shop" or "65 room" and London secretaries seek
out the fashion boutiques run by R.C.A. people, which spell the new fashion bohemia,
Immediately after the war the Royal College, as a single entity, was very nearly written off. Most of
the departments that today inhabit the new building alongside "the Royal Albert Hall either did not
exist or were scattered, ill equipped, in huts and museum annexes along the Exhibition Road. Then
Sir Robin Darwin arrived as Principal in 1948, He looked back at the origins.! early-Victorian
purpose of the R.C.A., to provide ideas and style for, industry and he decided that British industry
still needed this help, He moved the design school into separate departments, each closely linked to
a specialist professional field, such as ceramics or industrial design, to give a deep, narrow training.
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He got together good equipment and good part-time staff already experienced in their field. He
directed every student to spend some period in relevant factories and businesses, and sought after
commissions.
The RC.A. has changed quickly since the war, to become a kind of Establishment. Design has been
turned from a cult-word into a profession. In 1951, it began to award its new design diploma. Now,
the Robbins Committee has recommended that it should have university status and its diploma may
be translated into a degree. SinGS 1962 it has had an intimidating new building, rising like a jagged
cliff next to the Albert HaIl, designed by its own staff including Sir Hugh Casson - to suit its own
strange purposes. It contains 500 graduate students, picked from art schools all over the country; it
is the only graduate art school in Britain.
At the heart of the college is its painting
and sculpture schools. Professor Carel
Weight, who runs the painting school,
says .. All the other departments are
always very anxious to see what we are up
to. You can't have a lively school of design
without a virile school of fine art in the
same place." When the College moved
into its new building it mounted an
exhibition of the work of its fine arts
departments over the last 10 years. It
made very impressive viewing including
paintings by John Bratby, Jack Smith,
Robin Denny, Joe Tilson, Richard Smith,
Peter Blake, R B. Kitaj, and David
Hockney, and sculpture by Ralph Brown
and Geoffrey Clarke.

The whole phenomenon of Pop Art was hatched within the
RC.A.'s walls (to the bewilderment of some of the staff) and
by the time the leading practitioners had left the college
they were already familiar figures in leading art galleries. At
the moment Pop Art has waned, and the painting school is
heavily in the throes of Op Art, its best known exponent
being the former student Bridget Riley.
The sculpture school is still housed in huts off the
Queensgate, which give it space for its casting furnaces.
The head of it, Bernard Meadows, works on his own
sculpture while keeping professorial eye on the students'
work, which at the moment is much involved with sculpting
fibreglass. "Fibreglass can do anything," says Meadows; "it
can be cast like bronze or sculpted like stone. I always
stress that people have got to develop as individuals.
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A lot of the ideas of the graphics school can be seen in the jazzy College magazine, Ark, and in the
new styles of Fleet Street and advertising. But the graphics school is getting more deeply involved
in wider research projects. Professor Guyett explains: "We are hoping to start research into stamp
design, into the legibility of type faces, into new cartography that we can work out computer type
methods of drawing maps 'and storing information on charts, such as could be used in space travel.
One surprise that Guyett notices. "There is now a rebirth of interest in the art of illustration.
Magazines and books are using it again. Perhaps people are 'getting a bit bored with photography,
though it will always predominate because of its authority. Most of my students still sleep with
cameras round their necks."
The most flamboyant and publicityconscious section of the R.C.A. is the
fashion department. Because of the
butterfly shortness of the life of fashion
ideas, this school works closely with
the fashion industry. "It helps us get
experience," says Professor Janey
Ironside, "and it helps the girls get
jobs." Not all the new businesses set up
by R.C.A. fashion students last very
long, but the ideas they have generated
have helped pull the English trade out of dreariness and made the
English Look one of the top international styles at the moment.
"Student designs are selling very well," says Janey Ironside, "and
anything we make out of them we spend on travel for students,
to Paris, to Milan for shoes, and of course to the United States.
New York is the dream city of almost every student. For the Pop
painter it is the city that symbolises revolt against European sensitivities. For the furniture or textile
designer it is the city of the latest technological ideas. Just back from an American trip, Professor
Roger Nicholson, head of the lively textiles department, complains, "The British textile industry
doesn't yet use the designer in the right way. But it's improving all the time. One of our students is
now, for instance, chief man in the plastics wall covering department of I.C.I."
Today the Royal College has a virtual monopoly of teaching in advanced design, and a genius for
self-promotion: "I assume," said one teacher, "that if we give a degree, it'll be a degree in publicity."
Warning voices complain that the college is now so in touch that it risks being completely "with it",
though a university's job is partly to stand outside it. And, most serious, there are "critics led by
Raymond Barker, who question Darwin's whole concept of narrow vocational training.
Darwin is trying to overcome the drawbacks of specialisation with the help of our study-groups, like
a new one in plastics. But we feel that the main object of the R.C.A. is to get new visual ideas
across fast to industry and mass communications, and in that it is being effective. Professor Roger
Nicholson, in the textile school, summed up the R.C.A.'s philosophy: "It's the designer's job to
bridge the gap between economics and culture; even if he only produces a better bath towel."
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Of course this wasn’t the only reason I decided to apply, but it did kick start me thinking in this
direction. I applied for a place in Illustration, and duly got an interview. This was very formal with
about eight people firing questions at me. The most sinister was one lady who simply watched
every move I made and took copious notes. I later discovered that she was Adeline Geoffry, the
department secretary and a charming and kind person. Others I recall being there were Brian Robb,
the head of the course, Richard Guyatt, the head of the Department, Quentin Blake, Edwin LaDell,
and Alistair Grant. I must have done OK because I was offered a place. That was the start of the
fight!
It was a bumper year, and there were six of us in total from Leeds who had got in to the college in
various departments, (including the principal’s son Jan Taylor, who was accepted for printmaking.) I
got in touch with the West Riding County County Council to see about a grant for the course,
which I was assured would be mandatory. I was astonished then to be told on the phone that the
West Riding had decided not to help any more, as The RCA was now technically a university with
the authority to grant its own degrees and therefore the responsibility of the Department of
Education & Science. They were not helping either, asking the West Riding to do so under their
discretionary powers. This was deadlock. The West Riding had decided to take a stand and were the
first LEA to do so. I spent six months writing to dozens of charitable bodies for funding, and to little
avail. My final terms work certainly suffered as a result. I applied to Leeds, on the basis that I had
been a Leeds resident for an unbroken period of four years as I had worked on the dustbins during
the vacations and only visited my home town on occasional weekends. Gilly went with me and also
supported my case as we were shortly to be married, and she had secured a teaching post at Gospel
Oak in Hampstead.
Leeds were amazingly sympathetic, and offered to help.
I later discovered that Eric Taylor, the Principal had also made an eloquent plea to the authority on
our behalf.
Eric Taylor was a silent figure in a
beret and mackintosh, seen
sometimes descending from his
eyrie of an office at the top of the
Art School, where he also had a
small studio, and continued with his
own work. A short while after, Eric
publicly resigned in protest at the
manner in which the Art School
was to be incorporated into the new
polytechnic. A courageous man of
principles, there are sadly not
enough men of this mettle in
education these days.
Eric Taylor teaching in a Vernon Street Studio.
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After we married we drove down to our bed-sitter in Hampstead in Clem’s ancient white land rover
and I got a job with O. C. Summers demolishing a factory which nearly flattened me, as I was
paired with a crippled Irish man, and had to do all the jack hammer work which involved climbing
up and down a 15 foot block of concrete containing all the pipe junctions. I then managed to get
another temporary job in an office in Chancery Lane, which saw me through until the RCA started
on the 1st of October 1968. Meanwhile Leeds were informed by the West Riding that they could not
help me, because the West Riding had agreed to take responsibility for me under their discretionary
powers, and decided not to help. This seemed to be very cruel and narrow gutted just to argue their
political point, and glumly I began to figure that on the 1st day of term I would have to concede
defeat.
Amazingly, just a few days before I was due to start, a letter came to inform me that Leeds were, in
fact taking over and I would have financial support. It was a great moment. I discovered that this
had come about because Leeds had discovered - I think through the efforts of Eric taylor - that the
West Riding had turned me down on the telephone, and had never even sent me the form to apply
for an award. Leeds argued that therefore the West Riding had not ‘formally’ taken responsibility
and they were therefore free to take over and offer me support. A real eleventh hour development.
Graham Smith and Jan Kaliciak didn’t manage it as they were both West Riding, and had not lived
in Leeds throughout. Graham did a fellowship in photography for one year, reapplied to the RCA
the following year and got in again, this time with D.E.S. support and Jan did a fellowship at
Oxford Polytechnic instead.
A few days in London convinced me that beer would be a problem, there was not a decent pint to be
had. At the end of the first week I found a supplier of ingredients and started brewing using the
recipe from the dales which Rose & Bruce had given me. I have not run dry since then.
I started at the RCA full of trepidation, very similar to how I had been as I started at Leeds.
Everyone would be way beyond me, although I now realised I had been a major player in our year
at art school in Leeds, I was sure that this would be different and I would be a very small fish in a
big pool, and after all, this and the Slade were the cream of the lot.
After the first term I had revised my opinions somewhat. Whereas our group at leeds was full of
quite dynamic and colourful characters, the group in the RCA seemed largely passive and rather
conventional to my eyes. London though in 1968 was very lively. I think that the problem with the
RCA was caused to a degree by it’s reputation.
The staff were largely part time and pre-occupied with their own work, teaching was rather second
fiddle in terms of commitment. There were very well known people there but compared with Leeds,
the teaching was dull and conventional. We had Brian Robb as head of illustration. He was a lovely
man, an old colleague of Edward Ardizonne of the previous great generation of illustrators and
tutors. Brian was very sympathetic and I was to find him surprisingly open to suggestion. He was a
key figure in a way in my progress there. Quentin Blake was the second tutor, and despite having a
growing reputation, I was never really a convert to his essentially light manner. Whilst I always got
on well with him, I never felt as though anyone ever really got to know him.
Others who passed through were Paul Hogarth, one of the top stars of the day and an accomplished
draughstman with a formidable portfolio. Unfortunately he was also very aware of his own
reputation and tended to come across as ‘the great man’ which I did not take to at all. I always
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admired his work, but without ever wanting to follow it, and found the person rather unattractive.
We also had Michael Forman, another very well known illustrator of the day, but his teaching was
uninspired and again to me his work was rather soft for my taste. I realise with hindsight that I was
rather fierce and uncompromising in attitude which had seemed fine in the wild world of Leeds, but
in this rather cosy metropolis it must have seemed arrogant and spiky. In some respects I now know
that I was a ahead of my time and would have fitted in much better with the groups who came
through during the mid 1970’s and were driven by a punk ethic. As it was I remained experimental
and not really interested by the fashionable moves which illustration was going through at the time.
By the the time that the things were more favourable to my kind of approach I was living out in the
sticks and beyond easy contact. For a long time it remained necessary to live within easy reach of
the centre of London, where most work was commissioned. I later came to know a number of the
‘new wave’ illustrators as they came to be known, and the aesthetic from which I came seemed to
be much closer to that which appertained during my London years.
More to my taste were the visits we had from John Glasham, who had a dark and slightly nihilistic
humour, and of course Ralph Steadman who’s anger and fierceness was much to my liking.
During the first term during we lived in a seedy
bed-sit in upper Park Road, Belsize Park. Mrs
Jason , a Polish woman was the landlady and
turned up in a Rolls Royce to collect the
bloated rents, collected by the creepy Mr Start,
another Pole. A feckless but pleasant Irishman
lived next door with his wife Anita who
seemed to be half indian. They spent most of
their time at parties and driving fast cars,
despite the fact that he seemed to be an
unemployed builder most of the time. On the
ground floor lived Joe, a Califonian hippy
who looked like a tall version of Alan
Ginsberg and claimed to be a writer, but
Above:Mike Sheard, a friend from the Sovereign in
spent most of his time stoned. Incense hung
our flat in Belsize Park, 1968.
about the ground floor all the time. He lived
with Marie Jo, who was a young french girl,
Below: A snap taken in our flat in Brookfield Park.
she always seemed pleasant but vague,
but this might well have been down to
the dope.
Sometime in the second term we got the
top floor flat in Brookfield Park,
Highgate. This was a pleasant and
comfortable flat in a house owned by
Bernard Donoghue, a lecturer at the
LSE. I will say no more about this as I
know Gilly has dealt with this chapter
in her story.
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Across the road lived Alan Aldridge, then a terribly
fashionable illustrator in the Sunday magazines,
and who put together the Illustrated Beatles Song
Book. I never got to know him as I really didn’t like
his work and his drawing didn’t impress me at all.
There is a pattern emerging here of a tough
northerner with an uncompromising attitude.
At the RCA, I tried to fit in but the feeling that this
was not as good as it should be persisted. It was far
too important to me to waste the time, so I looked
hard at strategies to solve the problem. I considered
changing courses, something which was quite
possible. I looked at Painting, but discovered that the
requirements for the degree show were really
surprisingly restrictive and conventional, one must
remember that I had the Leeds experience to compare
everything with!
I considered printmaking, as I had enjoyed the etching block which we had done. I realised though
that although I liked making the plates and playing with acid, I got bored with printing them. I
looked at animation, which I was interested in at the time, but soon realised that I didn’t like
working in series. A preference for one off carefully crafted still images didn’t go well with the
demands of 25 or even 12 frames per second, particularly before the advent of the computer. I was
friendly with some sculpture students and tended to frequent the sculptors pub at lunchtime rather
than the more effete one favoured by the illustrators. but a change to sculpture didn’t appeal as there
was not a sufficient core of drawing.I determined to stay where I was as my reasons for choosing
illustration at Leeds were still the most valid definition of what I was about. Also the requirements
were actually quite open, despite the rather narrow way in which they were usually implemented.
Something had to change though, so I went in to see Brian Robb one day and said bluntly that I was
finding the assignments boring and uninspired and dumped on his desk a large pile of suggested
projects which I would prefer to do. I waited for the reaction, and was pleasantly surprised to hear
him say that he was delighted that someone was keen enough to want to take the initiative and that
this was really what it should be about. We
made an appointment to meet again in a
couple of weeks time and that was it. For the
rest of my time there I ploughed my own
furrow and had a very good time there.
I took a very interesting course in Film
Studies, run by Raymond Durgnat, a critic
and writer who was then quite prominent
before he shot off to Hollywood and
academia in the states. This involved seeing
most of the films just out, and viewing a
fantastic set of selected clips and extracts
covering the whole of the medium.
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My general studies tutor was Christopher Cornford, the Dean of the faculty.
We hit it off instantly and he became a friend of ours for the rest of his
life. Christopher was a remarkable person, the grandson of Charles
Darwin and with the Wedgewoods on the other branch of his family
and a link somewhere also to Ralph Vaughan Williams. His Aunt was
Gwen Raverat the illustrator and had given him his first paintbox. His
parents Francis and Frances had both been tutors at Cambridge and
poets associated with the circle of Rupert Brook.
His elder brother John Cornford had been
killed in the spanish civil war and was also a
notable poet. Christopher and his wife Lucy had also
joined the communists about the same time as John, and were still very
active politically although now, after the excesses of Stalin had become
known, were pioneering the left-green movement. He founded one of the
earliest branches of the Friends of the Earth at the RCA whilst I was there
and and I joined right away. Conversations were a chimeric embroidery of
subjects and words. He encouraged me to follow my approach to
illustration in general studies too, and instead of the formal dissertation
which was required, I was allowed to explore my note making into creative
writing.
One of his many interests was the use of geometry in art, and in this context he later advised the
writers of ‘The Holy Blood & The Holy Grail’ about geometric composition in Poussan, ideas later
used in the novel ‘The Da Vinci Code’ by Dan Brown. I think of all the tutors at the RCA,
Christopher was the most important for me.
The only students there whose work really caught my eye was that by Stephen and Timothy Quay in
the year below me, identical twins, of Polish background who had moved to London in 1969 to
study at the RCA, after studying illustration at the Philadelphia College of Art. Brian Robb urged
me to get together with them, as he thought we would have a lot in common. For various reasons,
but mainly because by this time we were so busy in our own lives outside college, it never really
happened. We eventually met up more than a decade later at Christophers valedictory retirement
party in the senior common room. Just as Brian had predicted, we found that we did have much in
common. They eventually moved into film and animation.
The other students in my year seemed unwilling to really unzip, perhaps they were all as insecure as
I was but had not had my experience of having gone through this process once before? Whatever
the reason they remained in general rather conventional throughout the three years. The only one I
really warmed to was a great hulking bloke called Joe Wright from Ulverston. Joe was a character
and a one off, although his drawing at the time was a little too close to David Hockneys style for my
taste. It was only the fact that we were living at opposite ends of London that tended to stop us
meeting up socially outside college. In any case, as I shall tell, our social circle was busy enough
from the start through the very lively circle who Gilly was working with at Gospel Oak, then very
much the flagship school in trendy Hampstead, and also through contacts made earlier in Leeds in
the folk music scene of the day.
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Once we had arrived in London we were met after a few days by Rod & Danny Stradling who we
had met through Bob & Carole and the folk club scene when they had played a gig in Leeds. They
were keen to run a club in London and asked us to join in with them, as they knew of out
involvement with the Sovereign. We settled on a pub in Upper Street, Islington.
This was then a run down part of town and the Kings Head was run by
John, a pleasant irishman who had a spot of nervous trouble. I still use the
quart bottles he gave me for my home brewing.
Our resident band were the Tappers, and we had plenty of really good
people coming along to play.

Above: John of the Kings Head.
Opposite: The tappers at the
Kings Head.

The Kings Head later on became a very trendy theatre club, but in our day
had mainly a few Irish folk as locals and we brought in a good nights
takings. Also the music, being mainly traditional was to their liking
too..
We became friendly with Bill and Helen Leader, Bill was the man who
had recorded just about everyone in the early days of the folk revival.
He had just started his own label and I ended up doing some
sleeves for some of these releases. Seamus Ennis, the great irish
piper played at the Kings Head and I used a photograph taken
there for the cover of an LP recorded by Bill during the same
week.
At this time Bill was working with a scottish duo
called ‘The Humblebums.’ one of them was very
funny indeed and we were supposed to have a
night out in the pub in Camden on a number of
occasions. For various reasons this never
happened, we were never able to be in the same place
at the same time. Billy later became extremely famous
on his own account as Billy Connelly. Missing out on a
booze up with him is a great regret!
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Another singer we became friendly with was Fred Jordan. Fred Jordan was born in Ludlow in
Shropshire, the youngest of 5 children in 1922. Fred
learnt his songs from his parents, particularly his
mother, from fellow farm workers and from families of
travellers in the area. Singing in public always appealed
to him ("It happened to be an easy shilling I think") and
he was welcome in the pub sing-songs on a Saturday
night. This encouraged him to learn new songs. By the
1960s, Fred was working as a casual farm worker,
where his jobs included fencing, hedging, ditching and
harvesting, and could combine this with his second
career as a singer. He turned up in his working clothes,
a cloth cap perched precariously on the back of his
head, great boots upon his feet, cords tied around the
bottoms of his trousers".
Away from the folk clubs and festivals, Fred lived a
simple life in his cottage in Aston Munslow. He never
had radio or television, but he was well-informed about
current affairs.
His cottage was primitive by modern standards - there
was no running water, the doorways were low and it

Fred Jordan

Fred Jordan’s cottage near Aston Munslow, Shropshire
had in fact been condemned. Fred grew enviable crops of vegetables and he had a large collection
of horse brasses which he polished every week. Those who knew him confirmed that he was never
changed by the fame he achieved
We had first met Fred at the Sovereign, shortly before we married and he suggested that we have
our honeymoon with him. As it was we were too hard up to go anywhere, but years later we did
visit his cottage although Fred was away at a festival at the time.
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We had some very happy times at the Kings Head for a couple of years but eventually became
rather tired of it. Folk Rock had become popular and with it a growing sense of being on the edge
of fame began to affect attitudes. You had the sense that some people were constantly looking
around in case a talent scout from one of the record companies might be in the audience, rumours
flew around and we felt that things were becoming too self conscious for our liking. We gradually
drew back and went less as time went by. I don’t remember stopping, it just seemed to peter out as
our last year progressed.
In 1969 Bob & Carole
moved south down to
Stevenage, as Bob had got
a job at the college there.
It didn’t last long as they
had formed their band “Mr
Fox” and things were
looking very promising.
Their first record was
coming out and I had
quite a lot to do with
illustrating and design for
them in the early days.

Above: Bob & Carole in Stevenage.

Left: Mr Fox cover, drawing by Bob.
Their debut gig at the Royal Festival Hall was something
of an occasion, but the history of the band was turbulent
to say the least.
They were seen as in the ‘second generation’ of electric folk performers and for a
time were compared with Steeleye Span and Sandy Denny’s Fotheringay. Unlike Steeleye Span
they mainly wrote their own material in a traditional style and developed a distinct ‘northern’
variant of the genre. They demonstrate the impact and diversity of the electric folk movement and
the members went on to pursue significant careers within the electric folk and traditional music
genres after they disbanded in 1972 having recording two highly regarded albums.
They played London folk clubs, where they met Ashley Hutchings, who had recently left Fairport
Convention and was attempting to form a new group involving members of the Irish band
Sweeney's Men including Terry Woods. They took part in rehearsals but the embryonic band soon
broke up and Hutchings went on to form Steeleye Span with Woods and his wife Gay. The Peggs
were approached by record producer Bill Leader. He secured them a contract with Transatlantic
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Records. For their first album they recruited Alun Eden (drums), Barry Lyons (bass), Andrew
Massey (cello) and John Myatt (woodwinds) and adopted the name Mr Fox, the title of one of their
songs and a nod towards one of the recurring figures of folk lore.
The band had a reputation as an unpredictable live act, sometimes startlingly good and sometimes
lack lustre. One problem was that they were seriously underfunded by Transatlantic Records. At the
Loughborough Folk Festival in 1971 they were on the same bill as Steeleye Span and, while the
latter put in a memorable performance, Mr Fox were on bad form and the band was heavily
criticised in the press, an event often seen as a turning point in the band's fortunes.
Despite the comparisons with Steeleye Span, Mr Fox had a very distinctive style from
contemporaneous electric folk bands. They did not rely on electric guitars, but did use drums. They
also used a very wide range of instruments, prefiguring some of the developments that would be
undertaken by The Albion Band and Home Service. Carole had an unusual fiddle style, quite unlike
Fairport’s Dave Swarbrick or Steeleye Span’s Peter Knight, based partly on what she had learnt
from older Yorkshire fiddle players. They also utilized more complex, perhaps more stayed,
classical arrangements for their songs, leading one critic to note that their songs sounded, ‘as if they
had been penned by Bartok’ The distinctive feature of their music was the dominance of self-penned
songs drawing on the atmosphere and folklore of the Yorkshire Dales, often, like 'The Hanged
Man' (the story of a lost fell walker coming to grief), sounding like modern day Child Ballads.
Recordings made by the couple
before the group was formed were
released in 1971 as He Came from
the Mountains, with one of my
paintings as the cover - the first
cover ever to have no type or
wording at all. It was a painting
based on Rydal, where we were to
live a year later. The cover was in
my degree show at the RCA. By this
point Bob & Carole's marriage was
already under strain.
By this time we were on notice to
quit our flat in Highgate. After
looking hard at other places, we
concluded that any move would be
a step down in quality, despite the
loathsome landlord, Bernard
Donoghue, and decided to go north
again.
Come the end of my year at the RCA we would have a small baby, we would be homeless and
neither of us would have work. A drastic remedy was needed , and we intended to drop out. We had
a map pinned to the kitchen wall, and planned to only look for work between the border with
Scotland and a line between Lancaster and Leeds. We soon narrowed this down to only look in the
general area of the Lake District.
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One weekend we were planning to go up to Stevenage to stay with Bob & Carole. Bob told me on
the phone when I called to firm up the details that Carole had left. We were flattened by the news.
This was a deciding factor in us getting away from it all and heading for the hills. Everything
seemed to be going wrong around us and we wanted our child to have a country childhood rather
than spending it in the city we had grown so weary of. I did some research and and after a brief visit
to the Lakes, staying in a cottage in Coniston, kindly lent by Fenwick Pattison, whom I had written
to ask for advice in such a move. I managed to get a job sorted out with the Lake district National
Park for after our move, and a flat in Windermere.

Briony was born on April 9th in University College Hospital, and after Easter we had to leave the
flat to make room for the Donoghue’s au pair. We moved in to Graham and Patsy’s tiny flat in
Finchley, sleeping on the floor. My degree show was looming in May and work needed to be
completed.
Fortunately I had this all planned in advance on graph paper down to the last detail and amazed the
other students by having it finished within a couple of hours.
This was partially down to the circumstances and also because I remembered the last minute panic
of the Leeds Degree show, where everyone was at it until 9.00 at night, and were in some cases still
putting up work as the caretakers swept up around them. and had no intention of having that
experience again, so one trip down on the tube and up half of it went, then back to the flat, pick up
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the rest, down on the tube, up with the last pieces and straight round to the pub. Not a second
glance. That’s the way to do it!
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My father came down for the convocation day at the RCA and we all crammed into Graham and
Patsy’s little flat. Along with his new grand daughter it made for one of the proudest days of his life.
One of my favourite pictures of him is in the flat with Briony in his arms.
We were in desperate need of fresh air and some peace and quiet.
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During our last year in London, something of my opinion can be gleaned from these notes which
featured in my final dissertation at the RCA.
Drawing Notes
Screams on the tube platform.
A maze of technical drawing,
-used objects.
Except for the hard and shiny showpieces
of the administration
everything is worn!
Winston Smith is already
run down for his age.
Stained paper.
Nail holes in the bits of circles.
Close techniques, versus
a struggle to keep the thing together;
Austerity
cracking down the edge.
Cataleptic
Life spins on in clockwork circles:
All the scurrying was just the same,
and the underground was crowded.
(Just the same.)
Litter blew about, just the same
and the air was filthy
Just the same
and this made tempers just the same;
Filthy.

and the lid
slammed
shut.

Like the air,
and the rain which stopped abruptly
as sky and future
blinked out together into blackness
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Golders Hill
Aircraft: A great blowtorch burning out my brain.
My life blows up in my face
like the dry leaves I sweep.
Londons covered in a sickly yellow light
and the skys about to puke.
Golders Hill Park
was where I worked
during the vacations.
This is a photo of me
weeding out a
nursery bed.
Bus Journey
With a slippery squeak
my fingers at
the window
now steaming up.
A last barrier between
the blackness
moving past the window
and myself.
As the condensation gathers,
the air turns to cotton wool
and I am bolted
to the iron floor
of a screaming tin box.
This was written on the coach travelling back from Ambleside when I went up to sort out a job and
somewhere to live. There was a lot of other stuff written and drawn during the period too, but there
isn’t the space here for it, and anyway, this isn’t intended to be about the work I did down there.
After the Convocation, my Dad went back north and we moved up to Windermere in a hired Van
with all our stuff and Geoff Ede, the roadie driving, and with Bob, Alan Eden and Barry Lyons as
extra muscle.
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The rest of this story is intertwined with Briony’s life, so I will leave it here, as it becomes part of
her story.
We survived, the job turned out to be dire, Windermere seemed very urban and the flat bitterly cold
and fearfully expensive, and for a while the rural idyl seemed to be going terribly wrong. But we
had good friends, and Rose and Bruce for help.

Rose & Bruce with Briony shortly after we moved to Windermere, 1971

Just as we thought we could not manage
much longer we managed to get the lease
of 1 Cote Howe Cottages in Rydal, and a
slow recovery began.

Briony can tell the rest of this story.

Right: Titus, Gilly & Briony at Cote
Howe about 1973.
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